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Middle School Historical Inquiry

Promises and Compromises: What was it like
to be a Swedish immigrant in the Midwest in
the late 1800s and early 1900s?

Source: Beijmom, Ulf (2003). Images of Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute Friendship Society, No. 10., p. 88.

Supporting Questions
1. Why did people leave Sweden and settle in the Midwest?
2. How did they make a living once they arrived?
3. What challenges did they face? What opportunities did they encounter?

Inquiry Design Model (IDM) Blueprint™
Compelling
Question

Promises and Compromises: What was it like to be a Swedish immigrant in the Midwest in the
late 1800s and early 1900s?

Standards and
Practices

SS.6-8.IS.5.MC. Develop claims and counterclaims using evidence from credible sources
while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both.
SS.6-8.IS.6.LC. Construct arguments using claims and evidence from multiple sources, while
acknowledging the arguments' strengths and limitations.
SS.6-8.H.2.MdC. Analyze and compare multiple factors that influenced the perspectives of
multiple groups of people during different historical eras relevant to the cultural groups.

Staging the
Question

Introduce the inquiry with this quote from James J. Hill, “Give me Swedes, snuff and whiskey,
and I’ll build a railroad to Hell!” and the picture from the first page of this inquiry. Discuss: What
do these two sources tell us about Swedish immigration to the United States? What clues
point to when Swedish immigrants came and why? And, what was their experience like?
Supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Why did people leave Sweden and
settle in the Midwest?

How did they make a living once
they arrived?

What challenges did they face?
What opportunities did they
encounter?

Formative

Formative

Formative

Performance Task

Performance Task

Performance Task

An annotated “push/pull” chart

A primary source gallery walk
activity

Promises/compromises t-chart

Featured Sources

Featured Sources

Featured Sources

Source A: A letter from a Swedish
immigrant to Iowa
Source B: A poem depicting life in
the United States
Source C: The Homestead Act of
1862
Source D: Advertisement posted in
Swedish newspapers by an
emigration company

Source A: Eight images depicting
various jobs held by Swedish
immigrants

Source A: Letters reflecting on
memories of growing up as a
Swedish immigrant

Argument

Drawing from a variety of historical sources, explain how America was the
Promised Land, a land of compromise, or both, for Swedish immigrants.

Extension

While engaged in this inquiry, students will be encouraged to develop a question
of interest for their own inquiry project that they could pursue using the archival
materials at the Swenson Swedish Immigration Center, those available at the
school library or other local library, or those available online, such as digitized
newspapers.

Summative
Performance Task

Taking Informed
Action

Have the students share the results of their own inquiries with the Swenson Swedish
Immigration Center.

Overview

Inquiry Description
This inquiry explores the experiences of Swedish immigrants in the United States in the late
1800s and early 1900s. During this time approximately 1.3 million Swedes left their homeland to
settle in the United States. Many ended up in the Upper Midwestern states of Illinois, Wisconsin,
Iowa, and Minnesota. According to the 1910 Census, approximately 12% of the population of
Minnesota were Swedish American and Chicago had the second largest Swedish population of
any city in the world, including Sweden. By analyzing a variety of primary sources this inquiry
provides different perspectives on why they immigrated and what it was like to be a Swedish
immigrant. The title of the inquiry alludes to the well-known idea that America was and continues
to be the “Promised Land” for immigrants seeking to make new lives in a new country, but,
immigration also involves giving things up and adjusting to new conditions, in other words,
compromises.
The staging question for the inquiry is designed to get students thinking about the importance of
immigration for meeting the demands of labor in the United States by presenting them with a
provocative quote by the great railroad baron James J. Hill and as well as an image of Swedish
immigrants working on the railroad. The first lesson relies on a combination of different sources to
help students identify and evaluate the various factors that led to Swedish immigration, including
a letter written by a Swedish immigrant, an advertisement from a Swedish newspaper, the
Homestead Act of 1862, and a poem about life in the United States. Using these sources,
students identify the factors that led Swedes to immigrate to the United States and then evaluate
which source they think would be the most influential.
The second lesson is a gallery walk designed to highlight the wide variety of jobs filled by
Swedish immigrants once they arrived. Each stop in the gallery walk will include an image and a
short excerpt from a letter, diary, or memoir highlighting a different job. A photo analysis
worksheet adapted from the Smithsonian will be used to assist students in their analysis.
The final lesson is focused on the promises and compromises faced by Swedes as they
immigrated and experienced life in the United States. By examining a variety of letters from the
time period students will appreciate the complexity of the Swedish immigrant experience and in

doing so make connections to the experiences of immigrants and refugees today. A t-chart
categorizing the promises/compromises will be created by the students.They will also be led in a
discussion of the strengths and limitations of sources that were written at different times.
The summative performance assessment for this inquiry asks students to reflect on the lessons
and the sources used in order to make an argument summarizing the Swedish immigrant
experience. Ideally, students will recognize the complexity of the experience and be able to
appreciate the value of using a variety of different historical sources to understand and to make
an informed, well-supported historical argument. It is hoped that students will also develop their
own questions as they engage with the questions and sources during this inquiry and that they
will conduct their own research using local research centers such as the Swenson Swedish
Immigration Center.

Lesson 1 Sources and Materials
Source A: Letters from early settlers were often printed in newspapers in Sweden and likely
influenced the decision to emigrate.This letter, written by Peter Cassel in 1846, is a good
example. Cassel and a group of twenty one relatives and neighbors established a settlement in
southeastern Iowa near Burlington.

Citation: George M. Stephenson, trans. and ed., “Documents Relating to Peter Cassel and the
Settlement at New Sweden,” Swedish American Historical Bulletin 2, no. 1 (1929): 55-62.
(Accessed in Barton, H. Arnold. (1975). Letters from the Promised Land: Swedes in America,
1840-1914. University of Minnesota Press, p. 28-33.)
Source B: Poems or “American ballads,” such as this one recalled by a sailor in 1900 also helped
reinforce the idea of America as a land of opportunity.

Citation: [August Bondesson], August Bondessons visbok, 2 vols. (Stockholm, 1903), 2:231-32.
(Accessed in Barton, H. Arnold. (1975). Letters from the Promised Land: Swedes in America,
1840-1914. University of Minnesota Press, p. 34.)
Source C: News of the opening of land in the western United States to settlement as a result of
the Homestead Act of 1862 also spurred “land fever” in places like Sweden. It stated that any
adult citizen, who had never taken up arms against the U.S. government could lay claim to 160
acres of government land, provided that they “improved” their plot by settling on it and farming.
The actual text of the Homestead Act of 1862 along with a transcript can be found here:
Homestead Act of 1862 and transcript of the document can be found here: Homestead Act of
1862 transcript.
Citation: Act of May 20, 1862 (Homestead Act), Public Law 37-64 (12 STAT 392); 5/20/1862;
Enrolled Acts and Resolutions of Congress, 1789 - 2011; General Records of the United States
Government, Record Group 11; National Archives Building, Washington, DC.
Source D: To facilitate and encourage the immigration process businesses posted advertisements
in newspapers in Sweden, such as this one. (Note: Google Translate is a good tool to convert the
document into English).

Citation: Pamphlet "Förslag till Reglemente för upprättandet af en Coloni i Staten Californien och de
Förenade Nord-Amerikanska Staterna [Suggestions for regulations for the establishment of a colony
in the State of California and the Northern States of the United States], L. Marcus, 1849. With
advertisement "Hurrah för Kansas! Fri Resa till Kansas! [Hooray for Kansas, free travel to Kansas for
those who purchased land, Meade County, Augustana Synod]
Source Analysis Worksheet
Review the four documents and identify the factors that led to people leaving Swede and how
believable you think they would be if you were considering emigrating from Sweden.
Document

Reasons to migrate (use quotes from the
source)

Is the source believable? If you
were considering emigrating,
would you be influenced by it?
Why or why not.

Letter
Poem
Homestead Act
Newspaper
Advertisement

Rank the sources from the most believable or influential to the least. Explain your reasons.

Lesson 2 Sources and Materials
Source A: Images depicting various jobs held by Swedi

sh immigrants. (Note: do not include the citations when the students are analyzing the images.
Let them make their own inferences).
1.
This photograph captures life on a farm in Jupiter Township, Kittson County, Minnesota in the fall
of 1901. A steam engine used for threshing is seen in the foreground. (Accessed in: Beijmom, Ulf
(2003). Images of Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute Friendship Society, No. 10., p. 19.)

2.

The interior of one of the many Swedish-owned grocery stores in Minneapolis, MN from around
1900. (Accessed in: Beijmom, Ulf (2003). Images of Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute
Friendship Society, No. 10., p. 54.)

3.

Anders Gustaf Malmberg’s shoe shop in Austin, Texas. Malmberg immigrated to Texas in 1894
from Hakarp in Jönköping County, Sweden with his wife and six children. One of his sons, Eric, is
on the right. (Accessed in: Beijmom, Ulf (2003). Images of Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute
Friendship Society, No. 10., p. 65.)

4.

“Lumbering in Minnesota about 1895.” In the old growth forests of Minnesota there were trees
that could be dated all the way back to Columbus. (Accessed in: Beijmom, Ulf (2003). Images of
Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute Friendship Society, No. 10., p. 72.)

5.

Hilma Gustavson immigrated to Chicago from Växjö, Sweden. Like many young Swedish women
settling in cities, she became a maid. Swedish maids were much in demand, particularly in the
homes of wealthy families. This picture is likely from around 1924.(Accessed in: Beijmom, Ulf
(2003). Images of Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute Friendship Society, No. 10., p. 74.)
6.

A lumberyard in the Rocky Mountains, circa 1910. (Accessed in: Beijmom, Ulf (2003). Images of
Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute Friendship Society, No. 10., p. 90.)

7.

A Swedish woman mining for gold in Nome, Alaska. The Klondike gold rush attracted over
100,000 people to western Canada and Alaska starting in the fall of 1897. Most of the gold miners
were men, but, as you can see from this photograph, women also joined in the search. (Accessed
in: Beijmom, Ulf (2003). Images of Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute Friendship Society, No.
10., p. 115.)

8.

Many immigrants found work in factories. This image is of the Dunlop Tire Factory from 1908.
(Accessed in: Beijmom, Ulf (2003). Images of Swedish-America. Emigrant Institute Friendship
Society, No. 10., p. 76.)
Photograph Analysis Questions (Adapted from “Engaging Students with Primary Sources,”
Smithsonian, National Museum of American History)
First Impressions
What are your first impressions?
Take a closer look . . . make sure to examine the whole photograph.
Make a list of any people in the photograph.
Make a list of any activities you see going on in the photograph.
Make a list of any objects in the photograph.

Looking More Closely
What year do you think the picture was taken? Are there any clues?
What kind of clothing is being worn?
Is there any lettering on signs or buildings?
What time of year is pictured? Time of day? Cite your evidence.
Where was the photograph taken? Cite your evidence.
Thinking Further
If people are in the photograph, what do you think is their relationship to one another?
Can you speculate on the relationship of the people pictured and someone who is not in the
picture?
What do you think happened just before the picture was taken?
What do you think happened just after the photograph was taken?
Who do you think took the photograph? Why?
What does this photograph suggest to you? Describe your reaction in a statement.
What questions do you have about the photograph? How could you try to answer them?
What is the one thing that you would remember most about this photograph? Why?
What questions do you have about the photograph that you cannot answer
through analyzing it? Where could you go next to answer these questions?

Lesson 3 Sources and Materials
Swedish immigrants faced many challenges as they left what was familiar to them for a new life in
the United States. The following letters depict both the hardships and opportunities faced by
Swedish immigrants.
Letter written by Carl Johan and Fredrik Bergman, New York, 1879. Citation: Otto Robert
Landelius, ed., Amerikabreven (Stockholm: Natur och Kultur, 1957), 33-34. (Accessed in Barton,
H. Arnold. (1975). Letters from the Promised Land: Swedes in America, 1840-1914. University of
Minnesota Press, p. 179-180.)

Letter written by Emma Blom, Minnesota, 1915. Citation: Widén, Amerikaemigrationen i
dokument, 56. (Accessed in Barton, H. Arnold. (1975). Letters from the Promised Land: Swedes
in America, 1840-1914. University of Minnesota Press, p. 300-301.)

Letter from Mary Stephenson, Mt. Pleasant Iowa, 1868. Citation: Stephenson, “Typical America
Letters,” 91-93. (Accessed in Barton, H. Arnold. (1975). Letters from the Promised Land: Swedes
in America, 1840-1914. University of Minnesota Press, p. 136-138.)

Letter from a pioneer pastor in Minnesota, 1861. Citation: Albin Widén, Vår sista folkvandring
(Stockholm, 1962), p. 54. (Accessed in Barton, H. Arnold. (1975). Letters from the Promised
Land: Swedes in America, 1840-1914. University of Minnesota Press, p. 92-93.)

Letter Jigsaw Activity
Students will be divided into small groups and assigned one of the letters. They will read their
assigned letter and complete a t-chart identifying the promises or opportunities they encountered
and the challenges or compromises encountered. For their letter each group will also evaluate the
credibility of the source. One member from each of the original groups will then form a new group
to share the results of their document analysis.

